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The ultimate Photoshop alternative, inspired by you
Why rent when you can own? PaintShop® Pro 2019 Ultimate is the affordable, user-friendly alternative to Photoshop.
Tap into an exclusive bonus pack of premium animation, painting and photo editing software, including PhotoMirage
Express, Painter® Essentials 6, Perfectly Clear 3.5, and Corel® AfterShot 3, plus a separate collection of brushes,
textures, and backgrounds.
PhotoMirage Express
Effortlessly transform any image into a mesmerizing animation in a matter of minutes with PhotoMirage Express.
Bringing your photos to life is ridiculously easy and addictively fun, and sharing your masterpieces on social media is a
breeze. Use PhotoMirage Express to create awe-inspiring photo animations that captivate, engage and transfix.
Painter Essentials 6
Become a digital artist with Painter Essentials 6. This easy-to-learn painting program will transform your photos into
amazing oil, pastel or impressionist works of art. Or learn to paint, draw and sketch from scratch in a welcoming
environment, using pencils, pens and particles.
Perfectly Clear 3.5 SE
Trust intelligent image analysis to find and fix camera flaws and limitations automatically. With Perfectly Clear 3.5 SE,
your photos are seconds from perfection, thanks to award-winning one-click image correction technology that does all
the complex work for you!
Enhanced performance, speed and quality
Enjoy over 50 performance improvements based on direct feedback from users. Experience faster cropping and OneStep Photo Fix. Use a stylus for more control, thanks to support for Windows Ink and the latest graphics tablets, and
enhanced 4K support lets you enjoy ultra high definition resolution. Work more efficiently and achieve better results with
these significant performance enhancements.
Simplified with you in mind
See for yourself how a simplified PaintShop Pro provides the best possible user experience. Automatically migrate
plugins and content from previous versions for a seamless upgrade, and customize your UI text size for better visibility.
Save time and effort with the new Crop toolbar, which brings PaintShop Pro's most used and loved image enhancement
tools into your crop workflow. It's all about you!
Next-level creative innovation
PaintShop Pro's new Pic-to-Painting presets apply Deep Neural Networks to analyze your photo and convert it into a
work of art. With support for 360° photo editing, you can easily edit, level and straighten a photograph taken with a 360°
camera. Plus, be more creative with new brushes, color palettes, gradients, patterns and picture tubes. It's time to
experience the next generation of photo editing.
Main specifications:

License

Language version:
Software type:

Multilingual
Box

System requirements
Windows operating systems supported:
Mac operating systems supported:
Minimum hard disk space:
Minimum RAM:
Minimum processor family:
Minimum display resolution requirement:
Minimum DirectX requirement:
Recommended RAM:
Recommended hard disk space:
64-bit computing:
Browser supported:
Internet connection required:

Windows 10,Windows 7,Windows 8,Windows 8.1
N
1000 MB
4096 MB
Core i3,Core i5,Core i7,Phenom II X2,Phenom II X3,Phenom II
X4,Phenom II X6,Phenom II X8
1280 x 768 pixels
9.0
8192 MB
3 GB
Y
Internet Explorer 10+
Y

File formats
Import image formats supported:

Export image formats supported:

Brush formats supported:

AI,BMP,CAL,CGM,CLP,CUR,CUT,DCX,DIB,EMF,EPS,GIF,HDP,IFF,IMG,
J2C,J2K,JIF,JP2,JPC,JPE,JPEG,JPG,JPS,JPX,MPO,MRW,MSP,PBM,P
CD,PCT,PCX,PDF,PGM,PIC,PICT,PNG,PNS,PPM,PS,PSD,PSP,RAS,R
AW,RIF,RLE,SCT,SVG,SVGZ,TGA,TIF,UFO,WBM,WBMP,WDP,WEBP,
WMF,WPG
AI,BMP,CAL,CLP,CUT,DCX,DIB,EMF,EPS,GIF,HDP,IFF,IMG,J2C,J2K,JI
F,JP2,JPC,JPE,JPEG,JPG,JPS,JPX,MSP,PBM,PCX,PGM,PIC,PNG,PNS
,PPM,PS,PSD,PSP,RAS,RAW,RIF,RIFF,RLE,SCT,TGA,TIF,TIFF,WBM,
WBMP,WDP,WEBP,WMF
ABR,JBR,PSPBRUSH
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